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ABSTRACT 

Sustainable development has become a major global concern since 1987 

following the report of the World Commission on Environment and 

Development and the Earth Summit in 1992. The Millennium Development 

Goals, revisit of the Rio summit in 2012 and Agenda 2030 have firmly 

established sustainability as a concern of world leaders. But over this period 

there has also been a recognition that governments alone cannot generate 

coordinated action among multiple economic agents at the global level to 

address sustainability. Voluntary sustainability standards (VSS) is a mechanism 

allowing the actors implicated in the process leading to sustainability 

development impacts to identify and implement the appropriate corrective 

measures integrating them within their business models. The number of crops 

and economic activities participating in VSS has become large over the years. 

In coffee, market penetration of certified coffee is over 40 per cent in 2012-13 

but in India it is just 15 per cent. This paper takes up for discussion the reasons 

for the slow uptake of certification in coffee drawing on the case of Wayanad in 

Kerala. 

Findings are based on survey of coffee growers carried out in July 2016. A 

three-fold strategy was adopted for the selection of sample growers. Growers 

falling in two different cropping systems, one dominated by coffee with 

numerous other crops as subsidiaries and another where pepper is the dominant 

crop were selected. The second strategy was to select certified growers and 

those not certified. The third strategy was to selecting leading farmers and 

others. A large majority of certified growers were not using chemical fertilisers 

or pesticides before they were inducted into certification. Certification brought 

about two changes in them, namely processing the produce to improve quality 

and discipline in documentation of all practices, input use, harvesting and 

processing. Certification fetched premium prices for some of the certified 
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produce but not all the produce originating in the certified farms. Wayanad has 

a class of coffee growers for whom coffee is a ‘understory’ growing in the bio-

diverse forests. They feel that their produce is truly eco-coffee and that 

certification does not fully reflect their efforts and is a trade barrier. Another 

major development of the last six years is Zero Budget Nature Farming 

(ZBNF); their contribution to the conservation of bio-diversity goes much 

beyond certification. Thus, while the coffee district of Kerala is now prepared 

for an organic revolution and ‘shade coffee’, the service providers do not have 

the capacity to take advantage of the market potential of this transformation. 

There is need for the government to seize this opportunity and take this 

movement forward. 

The Government has a responsibility to take back sustainability concerns 

integrated within the business models as VSS and promote either meta-

governance or ‘equivalence and mutual recognition’. Meta-governance to 

develop a set of baseline criteria to come to some common understanding 

among governments is arduous and conditional on many governments coming 

together. But equivalence approach has greater potential. Environmental Choice 

New Zealand (ECNZ) is a good example of such an initiative. ECNZ is the 

official environmental label of New Zealand recognised by several VSS. The 

Government of Kerala could initiate developing ZBNF, shade coffee, or 

Western Ghat coffee or variants of them as official environmental labels and 

promoting them in the metropolitan markets by seeking mutual recognition. 

This is the way to expand capacity already built and exploit the market 

potential.  
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1. Introduction 

Plantation economy conjures up a vision of foreign owned, export oriented and slave or 

indentured labour based agriculture. The main market for the produce of plantations is the 

metropolitan economy and as such the success of the plantation economy depends on how 

effectively it moves from ‘passive’ to ‘active’ incorporation into the international economy. 

A major change that has come about in the product market in the last twenty years is the 

demand for voluntary sustainability standards (VSS) compliant produce. With the adoption of 

the 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development by the United Nations in its Sustainable 

Development summit in September 2015 the demand for sustainability standards compliant 

production is bound to increase.  While the Indian plantation economy had its beginnings in 

Western European enterprise, over the last six decades it has become largely Indian owned 

and the export orientation too has come down. While the growing domestic demand is a 

disincentive to comply with standards in some crops such as tea, in many others the market 

still lies outside the country and compliance with standards is an entry condition. Hence the 

future of the sector lies in ‘active’ involvement in the metropolitan economy and not doing so 

is a recipe for the decline of the sector. Governments at all levels in India have an important 

role to play in evolving a policy framework for the adoption of environmental and livelihood 

standards as the plantations are located in environmentally fragile ecosystems providing 

livelihood to some of the poorest population groups. 

Over the last two decades three approaches to complying with sustainability standards have 

emerged: outsider approach, meta governance approach and mutual recognition approach. 

The latter two are incumbent on the active involvement of the government. In India, 

government’s role in the certification of plantation crops has been insignificant and largely 

confined to the ‘outsider‘ approach or complying with voluntary sustainability standards, 

which is expensive as there are multiple standards and certifications are entirely private. The 

uptake could be low as growers lack the knowledge and attitude to VSS compliant 

production. Growers could be apprehensive that the transition to VSS would entail fall in 

yield and slow return to higher yield levels. They may not be sure of the price premiums and 

whether such premiums would adequately compensate the yield losses, especially in the 

context of cyclical fluctuation of prices. And most important of all the non- government 

service providers may lack the understanding and capacity to induct growers in the path of 

VSS compliant production. This paper takes up a study of Wayanad coffee producers to 
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illustrate these issues. The information base has been built by carrying out a survey of 

selected coffee growers and NGOs from the Wayanad district of Kerala. 

The paper is organised in seven sections. Following this introduction Section 2 describes the 

development of voluntary sustainability standards in general and with particular reference to 

the world coffee sector. Section 3 analyses the experience of major coffee producing 

countries in the production of VSS compliant coffee and India’s standing among the major 

producers. Section 4 discusses the structure of production of coffee and the adoption of VSS 

by the coffee producers in India. Section 5 is a discussion of the service providers and 

certification of coffee production in Wayanad. Section 6 takes up the issue of perception of 

standards’ certification by coffee growers based on an exploratory survey in the context of a 

movement towards organic farming in Kerala. Section 7 concludes. 

2. Sustainable Development of the Coffee Economy 

Sustainability became a major concern with the report of the World Commission on 

Environment and Development in 1987. The Report of the Commission defined sustainable 

development as “development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 

ability of future generations to meet their own needs”. The concern was that by irreversibly 

depleting the world’s stock of natural wealth, today’s development path will have detrimental 

implications for the well being of future generations. 

In developing countries if natural capital is abundant while physical and human capital needs 

to be developed, substitution between natural capital and other forms of capital is often 

inevitable. But there is concern that some forms of natural capital are essential for human 

welfare, particularly key ecological goods and services, unique environments and natural 

habitats and irreplaceable ecosystem attributes. This concern is reflected in various 

definitions of sustainable development. For example, International Union for Conservation of 

Nature interpreted the concept of sustainable development as “improving the quality of 

human life with the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems”. 

The type of natural capital at greatest risk is eco-systems. The economic values associated 

with these eco-system services are substantial. These are generally not marketed and not 

reflected in market prices. A green economy, following The Blueprint for a Green Economy 

(Pearce et al., 1989), recognises that the goal of sustainable development is improving the 

quality of human life within the constraints of the environment, which include combating 

global climate change, energy insecurity and ecological scarcity. However, a green economy 
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cannot be focused exclusively on eliminating environmental problems and scarcity. It must 

also address the concerns of sustainable development with intergenerational equity and 

eradicating poverty. The livelihoods of the world’s poor are also intricately linked with 

exploiting fragile environments and eco-systems: “Thus, finding ways to protect global 

ecosystems, reduce the risks of global climate change, improve energy security and 

simultaneously improve the livelihoods of the poor are important challenges to transition to a 

green economy, especially for developing countries”.  

 (www.unep.org/greeneconomy/portals/88/documents/ger/ accessed 10 Sep 2015)  

Rio Earth Summit in 1992 acknowledged the imperatives of sustainable development. The 

summit brought together leaders of the world and called upon citizens of the world to play a 

key role in sustainable development. Twenty years down the line there was a re-look at the 

progress in 2012. The 70th anniversary of the United Nations in September 2015 set the 

theme as ‘Transforming the World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’. The 

United Nations summit adopted the 2030 agenda and committed to implementing it by 2030. 

There is recognition that achieving sustainable development in its three dimensions: 

economic, social and environmental in a balanced and integrated manner must be the goal. 

The new agenda has 17 sustainable development goals (SDG) and 169 associated targets 

which are integrated and indivisible. The goals and targets will be followed up and reviewed 

using a set of global indicators, to be developed by the Inter Agency and Expert Group on 

SDG indicators.  

Over a period of 20 years there has been recognition that governments alone cannot generate 

coordinated action among multiple economic agents at the global level to address 

sustainability issues. From the state and policy domain sustainability has become part of the 

market and business models. The forces of globalization and trade liberalization have 

established economic rationality as the principle guiding relations. But the global market 

risks harming the labour and small producers have raised the demand for social sustainability. 

The challenge then is to view sustainability in terms of three dimensions, namely economic, 

environmental and social. That challenge has been faced by developing voluntary standards 

and policy measures aimed at sustainability issues. Voluntary sustainability standards (VSS) 

is a mechanism allowing the actors implicated in the process leading to sustainability 

development impacts to identify and implement the appropriate corrective measures 

integrating them within their business models. It may, however, be noted that VSS preceded 

the Brundtland Commission Report by over 40 years. But the Brundtland Report and the Rio 
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conference gave a big boost to VSS. From the mid-1990s, a large increase in the emergence 

of the number of VSS and their persistence may be observed. 

Voluntary standards have evolved in different plantation crops through different paths. In 

coffee, the impetus for moving towards standards came about with firstly the government 

programmes in many countries promoting direct sun varieties of coffee. The absence of shade 

can cause serious damage to environment. The second impulse was the findings by 

Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre and others that traditionally managed coffee and cocoa 

plantations in Southern Mexico supported at least 180 species of birds only exceeded by 

undisturbed tropical forests. On sun coffee plantations 90% fewer birds could be found. 

Thirdly, market driven initiatives to inform conscientious consumers the benefits of standard 

compliant produce too played a part. The benchmark event in the process was the First 

Sustainable Coffee Congress in 1996 by Smithsonian Migratory Bird Centre. Four 

certification programmes took the lead: Organic, Fairtrade, Rainforest Alliance, and Bird 

Friendly. Among the four, Organic, Rainforest and Bird Friendly focus on environmental 

sustainability whereas Fairtrade on financial viability emphasising that financially viable 

trade structure will allow small-scale producers to live in a dignified manner. Certification 

programme requires that producers are organised democratically, benefits are used to 

improve business and social situation of the community. Over the years Fairtrade has 

incorporated environmental concerns as well and there has been more collaboration among 

the diverse certification programmes. 

The number of crops and economic activities participating in voluntary sustainability 

standards has become large over the years: cotton, tea, coffee, forestry and logging, palm oil, 

soybean, cocoa, sugar, banana and bio-fuels. Sustainability standard compliant production 

has taken roots and has been growing rapidly. Sustainability sourcing commitments by 

manufacturers is resulting in significant market penetration in several commodity markets- 

40% in coffee1, 22% in cocoa, 15% in palm oil and 12% in tea in 2012. The initial high 

premiums in prices obtainable by standard compliant produce has come under pressure and if 

more of the developing country producers have to enter the arena, special investment will be 

required.  

Creating sustainable standards is evolving and providing opportunities for non-traditional 

perspectives into supply chain decision-making. The reliability and credibility of monitoring 

                                                           
1
 Coffee produced in conformity with a voluntary sustainability standard as a percentage of global coffee 

production in 2012. 
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agencies have improved. While mainstream oriented standards apply criteria of reduced depth 

and breadth as a means for allowing for more rapid uptake, the positive trend is that “negative 

rights related to ILO core labour standards, as well as environmental practices with direct 

quality and yield outcomes, show the greatest degree of coverage” (SSI Review 2014, p. 9). 

Voluntary standards are an important contribution to the green economy, but being market 

instruments call for public policy and related “non-market”  frameworks for creating a level 

and transparent playing field in the standards sector. 

Overall, “the opportunities for voluntary standards to enable transformational change across 

major mainstream markets are now well established and continue to grow, but that taking full 

advantage of them will require better understanding of field-level impacts, as well as a host of 

strategic policy measures to ensure that such standards effectively serve public sustainability 

development objectives”: (SSI Review 2014, p. 9). How is India preparing to face the new 

situation in the case of coffee? 

 

3. Indian Performance in the Production of Standards Compliant Coffee 

India is not a large producer of coffee in the world. Like tea, over 50 per cent of the global 

coffee is produced by just two countries. While in the case of tea China and India came on 

top, Brazil and Vietnam produced the bulk of coffee in the world. Colombia, Indonesia and 

Ethiopia each accounted for between 5 and 8 per cent of coffee production in 2014-15. India 

produced less than four per cent of the world coffee. But unlike tea, the bulk of the exports 

originated from the two large producers as their domestic consumption was not large, 

especially that of Vietnam (Table 1). Brazil, Vietnam and Colombia accounted for almost 

two-thirds of the world exports in 2014-15. India ranked along with Indonesia, Mexico and 

Ethiopia meeting less than 5 per cent of global exports each2. As regards consumption of 

coffee, most of the major exporters account for a small proportion of world consumption. 

Even a populous country like India consumes little coffee. Brazil is the exception accounting 

for about 14 per cent of the world coffee consumption. Hence, coffee is basically an export 

crop for all major producers. 

 

                                                           
2
 In coffee, it is not easy to relate annual production with exports as stock holding plays an important role. 

Opening stock in any year could be between 15 to 65 per cent of annual production. In 2010-11, opening 

stocks were about 15 per cent of the annual production, but in 1995-96, it was 65 per cent. 
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Table 1. Production, Exports and Consumption of Coffee, 2014-15 

Country Production 

(thousand 60 kg 

bags) 

Exports  

(thousand 60 kg 

bags) 

Consumption 

(thousand 60 

kg bags) 

Brazil 45,342 (31.99) 36,847 (32.02) 20,771 (13.93) 

Colombia 12,500 (8.82) 10,842 (9.42) 1,561 (1.05) 

Indonesia 9,350 (6.60) 5,631 (4.89) 4,167 (2.79) 

Vietnam 27,500 (19.40) 24,793 (21.54) 2,025 (1.36) 

India 5,517 (3.89) 5,049 (4.39) 1,917 (1.29) 

Mexico 3,900 (2.75) 2,457 (2.13) 2,354 (1.58) 

Ethiopia 6,625 (4.67) 3,044 (2.64) 3,656 (2.45) 

World Total 141,732 (100) 115,088 (100) 149,162 (100) 

Source: International Coffee Organization. 

Note: Exports are in Green Bean Equivalent (GBE)where processed coffee is converted by using a 

rule of thumb. 

 

Table2. Trends in Production and Exports of Coffee, 1990/91-2014/15 

(Index, 1990/91=100) 

Country 1990/91 2000/01 2010/11 2014/15 

Brazil 100 

100 

114 

104 

176 

190 

166 

206 

Colombia 100 

100 

73 

77 

60 

66 

88 

89 

Indonesia 100 

100 

94 

84 

123 

89 

126 

84 

Vietnam 100 

100 

1133 

1275 

1527 

1470 

2099 

2163 

India 100 

100 

154 

245 

167 

370 

195 

334 

Mexico 100 

100 

103 

103 

86 

77 

83 

70 

Ethiopia 100 

100 

107 

167 

258 

356 

227 

359 

World Total 100 

100 

121 

119 

144 

140 

152 

156 

   Source: International Coffee Organization 

Note: First row refers to production index and second row to exports for each country. 

Turning to trends in production and exports of coffee, it may be seen that the largest producer 

and exporter, namely Brazil, has reported growth rates of both in excess of world production 

and export rates (Table 2). The best performer, however, is Vietnam which was an 

insignificant producer of coffee in the early 1990s that currently accounts for about one fifth 

of world production and exports. Colombia, Mexico and Indonesia have lost shares in 

production and exports. India and Ethiopia have bettered the world growth rates. 
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Approximately 3.3 million metric tons of standard-compliant coffee was produced in 2012, 

equivalent to 40 per cent of global production. Sales of standard-compliant coffee reached 12 

per cent of exports during the same year. Large increase in the production of standard 

compliant coffee took place between 2008 and 2012. Global coffee production is dominated 

by Latin America with some shift towards Asia taking place in recent years largely because 

of the contribution of Vietnam. Similar concentration may be seen in the production of 

sustainable coffee as well. In 2012, Latin America produced 58 per cent of global coffee but 

77 per cent of sustainable coffee. Sustainability intensity is high in Latin America: Colombia- 

above 60 per cent; Brazil- 40 per cent; Mexico- 21 per cent; Costa Rica- 32 per cent. 

Vietnam, the emerging coffee power reported a sustainability intensity of 30 per cent, just 

below Tanzania at 40 per cent and above Kenya at 23 per cent. India compares poorly with 

these large and small coffee producers standing at the bottom with a sustainability intensity of 

just 15 per cent. Why has India performed poorly in the production of VSS compliant coffee? 

An answer to the question calls for analysis of the structure and specificity of coffee 

production in India that is the subject of the next section. 

4. Structure of Production of Coffee and Adoption of Standards 

The area under coffee in India in 2012-13 is around 415,000 hectares and it is largely 

confined to the three south Indian states of Karnataka, Kerala and Tamil Nadu (Table 3). In 

2014-15, the production of coffee in India was 327 thousand MTs. Again, the bulk of it was 

accounted for by the three south Indian states. Among the states, Karnataka accounts for 

about 55 per cent of the area and over 70 per cent of production. Kerala comes next 

accounting for 21 per cent each of area and production. 

 

Table 3. Distribution of Area and Production of Coffee in India 

State Area (ha.), 2012-13 

(% share) 

Production (MT), 2014-15 

(% share) 

Karnataka 230333 (55.46) 233230 (71.32) 

Kerala 85359 (20.55) 67700 (20.70) 

Tamil Nadu 31544 (7.59) 17875 (5.47) 

Others 68105 (16.40) 8195 (2.51) 

Total 415341 (100) 327000 (100) 

  Source: Coffee Board. Database on Coffee, October 2013. 
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Table 4. Distribution of Holdings by Size Class 

State Number of Holdings by Size (hectares) Total 

<2 2-4 4-10 >10 

Karnataka 39046 17045 8340 2007 66438 

Kerala 64358 8786 2585 311 76040 

Tamil Nadu 12737 1814 813 351 15715 

Others 62444 86 62 40 62632 

Total 178585 27731 11800 2709 220825 

Area (ha.) 144196 71905 73642 98452 388195 

Source: www.indiacoffee.org/Pasupathi/Database_Oct13_1.pdf accessed 12 February, 2016. 

Indian coffee production is characterised by around 200 thousand holdings having less than 400 

thousand hectares under coffee. That would mean an average holding size of less than 2 hectares. At 

the top end less than 3000 holdings account for about 100 thousand hectares. And at the other end, 93 

per cent of the total coffee holdings are below 4 hectares.  They account for 56 per cent of the total 

area under coffee and the average size of holding is 1.05 hectare (Table 4). Holdings below 2 hectares 

account for 81 per cent of all holdings and the area held by them amounts to 37 per cent of the total. 

The average size of the holders below 2 hectares is 0.81 hectares. And in Kerala, around 85 per cent 

of the holdings are of size below 2 hectares. Thus, in terms of holdings coffee is largely a small holder 

crop in India. 

Turning to the VSS compliant production of coffee, it may be seen that five major standards are being 

followed by the coffee growers in India, namely 4C Association, Organic, Fairtrade International, 

Rainforest Alliance and UTZ Certified. However, in the absence of data on multiple certifications by 

coffee growers it is difficult to estimate the exact number of producers adopting at least one of the 

standards. But their number is not over 3000 (Table 5). A look at the number of VSS compliant 

producers and the area under production under the different standards in India suggests that they are 

all large holders: the average area per holding under 4C Association is about 10 hectares, under 

Fairtrade is about 1000 hectares, under UTZ Certified about  50 hectares and under Rainforest 

Alliance around 10 hectares. For an overall average holding size of about 2 hectares this would mean 

that only the large holders are adopting the standards, the small holders are left out. Why has it 

happened? The exploratory survey of coffee growers in Wayanad seeks to answer the question. 

Table 5. Area, Production and Number of Producers under VSS in the World and India, 2014 

Standards Area (ha.) Production (MT) Producers (Number) 

4C Association (2013) 1464724 (6765) 2359868 (15349) 721284 (639) 

Organic (2013) 638720 (2000) 265260 (1400) - 

Fairtrade International 1012023 (13585) 473604 (2345) 439 (12) 

Rainforest Alliance/SAN 364785 (16962) 456719 (16965) 388712 (1423) 

UTZ Certified 475578 (33165) 729918 (34688) 162515 (601) 

Source: International Trade Centre, 2015. The State of Sustainable Markets: Statistics and Emerging 

Trends 2015, ITC, Geneva. 

Note: Figures in parenthesis pertain to India. 
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The inference drawn from the data presented in Table 5 is confirmed by other studies, such as 

Chengappa et al., (2014). They show that most coffee certification initiatives covered large 

and mid-sized planters. Going into the beginnings of certification of coffee in India they say 

that Amalgamated BeanCoffee Trading Company was the first to initiate certification through 

UTZ in 2003-04. NED Commodities India Pvt. Ltd and EcomGill, and Nestle India Ltd are 

the others implementing certifications. Among the coffee planters of Coorg surveyed by 

them, size of land holdings of conventional planters ranged from 4 to 143 acres whereas the 

range was from 10 to 220 acres in the case of certified producers. The certified planters were 

also better educated and older. They fell into two groups in terms of motivations: commercial 

interest in the sense of higher price for certified produce and environmental concerns. After 

the initial burst of enthusiasm till 2009 the number of producers seeking certifications had 

fallen. In this context it would be important to explore the experience of Wayanad coffee 

producers. 

5. Standards Compliant Coffee Production in Wayanad: Service Providers and 

Certification 

Wayanad may be called the coffee district of Kerala as it accounts for almost 80 per cent of 

the total area under the crop in the State. Coffee growing in Wayanad is over 100 years old. 

While the initial burst of coffee expansion with Arabica between the 1840s and 1870s came 

to a halt following the leaf disease, the beginnings with Robusta has continued to this day. 

Coffee cultivators in Wayanad and the neighbouring Coorg did not go for any major forest 

clearing and coffee was an ‘under story’. It was grown in the shade of highly diverse forest 

eco-system. All that the grower did was some shade regulation, some pruning of coffee 

bushes and some mulching. Intensive application of chemical fertilisers (but hardly any 

pesticides) was begun by some leading coffee growers in the late 1960s with the green 

revolution. As fertilisers and pesticides began to be applied in rice, banana and ginger and 

was thought to be important for raising yields, coffee too came to be influenced. But a large 

segment of coffee growers continued with the ‘under story’ with hardly any application of 

chemical fertilisers.  

Sustainability concerns enter the coffee scene in Wayanad in the early 2000s somewhat 

indirectly. Wayanad Social Service Society (WSSS) formed in 1994 was selected by the 

Spices Board of India for implementing a project of the International Trade Centre, Geneva 

for the promotion of organic spices cultivation by the small and marginal cultivators of 
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Wayanad. The project was implemented in three clusters having five small farmer groups 

having in all 106 small land holders. Thus began the organic certification process in the small 

farms of Wayanad. Organic certification got a boost in 2003 when 1500 cultivators came 

under the National Centre for Organic Farming (NCOF) under the auspices of WSSS. The 

main purpose of promoting standards compliant production by WSSS was to provide 

sustainable income by ensuring premium prices to coffee planters. The cultivators owning 

landholdings in these clusters range from 25 cents to 10 acres. Currently there are around 

12,000 farmers in the Organic Certification Programme in 350 clusters.  

In the next few years a number of organisations came to be formed for promoting standards 

compliant production. The idea of Wayanad Organic Agricultural Consortium Society – a 

conglomeration of member societies – emerged in 2000. The Consortium has 14 organic 

farming societies covering 7492 farmers under it who grow pepper, coffee, ginger, 

cardamom, and many other crops. The Indian Organic Farmer Producer Company was 

incorporated in 2004. It has a well established Internal Control System with 455 farmers 

certified organic and fair-trade who currently produce about 100 MT green coffee. Wayanad 

Vanamoolika Samrakshana Sangham, which has been in existence since 1991, has also 

entered the scene of certified production. “Over 1700 small/ marginal farmers in the district 

have been facilitated to switch to organic cultivations and helped to avail Organic 

Certification for their products which benefit them economically and as well develop the 

family / community health situations” (http://www.vanamoolika.org/ourInterventions.php). 

The numbers have been dropping in recent years. 

ECOM Gill, a Swiss-based export house, has been active in organising coffee growers obtain 

certifications. Ned Commodities (Netherlands-based) has also undertaken to bear the cost of 

certification for a few years of coffee growers who contract to sell them their produce. All the 

four standards- UTZ, Rainforest, Fairtrade and Organic – have been active in Wayanad.   

The Organic Certification programme starts with a training which includes advanced 

concepts of organic farming, the procedures and formalities of an accredited certification, the 

importance of food safety/security, various methods for soil and water conservation, 

significance of Natural Resources Management, and relevance of growing organic for global 

markets for ensuring premium prices for the produce etc. Meaningful participation of the 

farming community in the learning programmes is realized through their contributions by 

way of financing the programme partially.  
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The Internal Control System (ICS) is one of the key criteria and a basic prerequisite of the 

Organic Group Certification Programme. There has to be a professional team in place for the 

task.  Regular monitoring of the organic farm is mandatory in the certification processes. In 

this respect every organic farm has to remain under the purview of inspections in conformity 

with the said organic standards with a minimum of three visits/inspections by qualified and 

authorized persons every year. In reinforcement of the internal certification process 

underway, an accredited external certification agency has also to assess the internal control 

system by visiting the organic farm units and verifying the processing and allied activities 

following which   comprehensive evaluation certificates will be issued on yearly basis. It is 

mandatory to organize an ICS meeting every month participated by all the members of ICS 

team including the management personnel. Review and planning of programmes/activities 

related to organic certification programme are the main agenda of the meetings. 

Each grower has to maintain a record of the farm, giving details of the various activities in 

the farm, crops, quantities, etc., regularly updated for verification and certification purposes. 

It helps the grower take a scientific and critical approach towards farming activities as well as 

the crop profile in his farm. These records are inspected as part of both internal and external 

inspection processes. The central level record keeping/ documentation are an essential part of 

the organic certification programme attuned with ‘Documented Quality Assurance System’.  

WSSS has actively participated in the processing and marketing of produce as well. WSSS 

interacts with two groups of buyers: (a) Wholesalers / Exporters who buy the processed / 

semi-processed commodities in bulk; and (b) manufacturers who use the commodities as 

ingredients for their branded products, which also includes extractors. Established export 

firms that transact business with the Society also constitute the major clientele. The Society 

makes it a point to attend both National and International exhibitions and trade fares 

frequently which provides good business openings. All the other NGOs as well as producer 

companies too provide marketing support to their members. 

A parallel stream towards organic farming in Kerala was begun by INFAM, or Indian 

farmer’s Movement which originated in a meeting of farmers at the pastoral centre at 

Kanjirapally on 16 September 2000. Early certification by European agencies cost over Rs 

200,000 per year per farmer. Soon an opportunity came by the way of Kerala farmers to set 

up a certification agency in Kerala. In 2000, the Catholic Church had deputed two persons 

from Kerala to attend the International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements 

(IFOAM) meeting in Switzerland. They encountered members of Organic Agricultural 
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Certification Thailand, an organic certification agency based in that country and thought of 

the possibility of setting up an agency in Kerala. They met a German staff member ofIFOAM 

who had previously travelled to Kerala. He introduced them to the Swiss State Secretariat for 

Economic Affairs (SECO), a government agency under the Ministry of Commerce. SECO 

funded two organisations to set up an Indian pilot: Research Institute of Organic Agriculture 

(FiBL) and Bio.Inspecta, a Swiss certifier. And the Indian certifying agency, Indocert was 

born. Indian Ministry of Commerce held it up as a model for new and future Indian 

certification agencies. In 2002, Indocert received accreditation from Agricultural and 

Processed Food Export Development Authority (APEDA). FiBL continued to fund Indocert 

and train staff in organic certification, inspection, quality control and accreditation until 2008. 

Today, Indocert is an independent entity. 

“Indocert now works like this: It has a sliding fees, depending on the size of a farm, the hours 

involved to inspect it, and travel time. Costs are calculated on an hourly basis. One large –

scale farmer reported paying Rs 14,500 rupees, about US $ 270, for certification in one year” 

(Swapna, 2014: p.98). These fees are less for individuals participating in group certification 

through an internal control system or an official certified organic farming group. Under ICS, 

a growers’ group controls all farmers for compliance with organic production rules according 

to defined procedures and a third party certifier like Indocert audits an ICS for compliance 

reviewing the group’s documentation and inspecting some (but not all) farmers on its own. 

INFAM advises groups of farmers to form ICSs. 

In 2000, IFOAM had vigorously explored systematizing certified organic group farming 

because of the high cost of certification of individual farms and inability of small farmers to 

participate in it. IFOAM brought together certifiers, producers and certifying authorities 

during three workshops. One of these workshops was held in Bangalore in which several 

farmers with connections to INFAM attended. The resulting small holder ICS manual- 

IFOAM Training manual for Organic Agriculture in the Tropics (2004) is based on the 

experiences of group farming in Wayanad. Soon after, INFAM created an ICS of its own, 

Organic Wayanad, to assist small holders with organic group certification. Farmers who join 

Organic Wayanad pay Rs 300 rupees per acre per year, half of which is subsidised by a 

national scheme through the National Horticultural Mission. Organic Wayanad was the first 

ICS Indocert certified. 

INFAM was instrumental in setting up Indian Organic Farmers Producer Company Ltd 

(IOFPCL), the first producer company to be formed in India. It is a marketing and 
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procurement entity for organic products acting as a liaison between organic shareholders and 

buyers. IOFPCL attends Biofach since 2007 and has established contact with buyers of 

organic produce in the European Union and the USA. 

Parallel to these developments, the Government of Kerala came out with an organic farming 

policy in 2010. The years succeeding the adoption of the policy have seen the banning of 

endosulfan in the country. In 2011, the Agricultural Department in Kerala issued orders 

banning all red (extremely toxic) and yellow (highly toxic) labelled chemical pesticides in the 

State. However, an official ban is no guarantee of pesticide- free production; testing and 

certification is a must if importers have to accept the produce. 

The organic farming movement in Kerala is fed by other streams of thought as well. One of 

these streams is organic farming aimed at protecting biodiversity and cultivation of food 

crops for the Indian people. Thus, the Agricultural Department’s Organic Farming 

Programme covered the cultivation of rice, tubers, and vegetables in 2011 and 2012, 

excluding the plantation crops. Certification has not been part of the programme. 

Overall, organic certification (or any other) has two steps. A long step of transforming the 

farm where the use of chemical fertilisers and pesticides are eliminated and the second step is 

certification. Hence, there is nothing like certifying a produce in a mixed crop farm; it is one 

of certifying a farm and whatever is produced in it. People in the know aver that Wayanad 

has about 16,000 farmers certified under organic farming, where no chemical fertilisers or 

pesticides are applied. These are small numbers considering the number of years and 

institutions involved in the certification of farming in the district. Obviously, there are 

impediments moving towards certified farming and the farmers’ perception of the benefits of 

certification. Only a survey of farmers involved in certified faming and those not involved 

can answer the issues involved. The findings of such a survey are taken up for discussion in 

the next section.  

6. Standards Certification: Perception of the Coffee Growers 

This section is based on a survey of sample coffee growers carried out in July 2016. The 

strategy adopted for selecting the sample is three fold: Firstly, Wayanad was divided into two 

in terms of farming systems. One dominated by coffee with pepper and other crops as 

subsidiary and another dominated by pepper with coffee and other crops as subsidiary. 

Farmers were selected from both these systems. The second strategy was to divide the 

farmers in terms of certification. There are certified farmers and never certified farmers. 
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Samples were selected from both these groups. The third strategy was to select leading 

farmers and the others. Overall, a sample of 20 growers was selected. 

The survey of coffee growers did not focus on quantitative estimates, such as what 

percentage of growers carry out organic farming, or what percentage of farmers applies 

pesticides. The focus was on qualitative information, such as what motivated farmers to shift 

from conventional cultivation using chemical fertilisers and pesticides to organic cultivation, 

and the reasons for shifting to zero budget nature farming (ZBNF). One of the leading 

questions posed to all growers was the reason for taking up certification, or exiting from 

certification, or not thinking of certification at all. The farm size varied from less than one 

acre to over 35 acres. All of them were carrying out mixed farming with multiple crops in 

their farming area. Some had rice, ginger and vegetables as well. Many were growing coffee, 

pepper, coconut, arecanut, nutmeg, cloves and vanilla in various combinations. Almost all of 

them were also rearing native cattle, either Vechur or Kasaragod. 

A large majority of the certified growers were already into rudiments of organic farming at 

the time they were introduced to certification. They were not using chemical pesticides. By 

the mid-1990s there was a realisation that pesticides had an adverse impact on people’s 

health. About 25 per cent of the currently certified growers were using chemical fertilisers. 

They were using fertilisers to raise yields and had the apprehension that shifting to organic 

cultivation would bring down yields but certification would offer premium prices. 

Preparation for certification and the training brought about only marginal changes in the 

cultivation practices, such as in tilling, as most of them were already carrying out organic 

cultivation. The main change was in processing the produce, especially they recognised the 

importance of clean floors and dust free environment, elimination of foreign particles and the 

use of clean water for washing etc. They recognised that this was important for raising the 

quality of the product which was essential for obtaining better prices in the export markets. 

Certification also brought discipline, especially documentation of all practices, input use, 

harvesting of the produce and processing that was instrumental in realising ‘what they do, 

when and why’. Such realisations got passed on to others in the group as the members met at 

least once a month. The mutual learning and absorption of ‘best practice’ too was a gain of 

certification. Being part of an internal control system meant group interests overrode 

individual interest.  
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The most important gain of certification, other than the discipline and learning, was the 

premium prices obtained for some of the produce. For instance, certified coffee fetched Rs 72 

per kg. under one of the service providers when the market price was only Rs 57 per kg. in 

the 2016 season. A premium of 26 per cent over the market price cannot be considered 

insignificant. Growers under another service provider obtained a premium of close to 40 per 

cent. Thus, the premium over the market price depended on the service provider and their 

ability to exploit export markets. 

The attraction of premium prices for certified produce is the main incentive for a small 

proportion of coffee growers in Wayanad. Currently, certified coffee fetches premium prices 

as the trend has been one of falling prices. The exact opposite is being witnessed in the case 

of pepper the prices of which have been rising in the last two years. In a situation of rising 

prices premiums drop and market prices look attractive. Some of the growers then perceive 

their situation as one of lost opportunity: application of large doses of fertilisers would have 

given them higher yields and with rising market prices a windfall gain. Continuing with 

organic cultivation has cheated them out of the golden opportunity. Such a perception has led 

some of them to move out of organic cultivation and certification. Some have also moved 

from one service provider to another hoping to get higher premiums. In the case of one of the 

service providers who had over 1500 certified growers at one time the numbers have fallen. 

The bulk of their growers had pepper as the dominant crop and coffee as one of the 

subsidiaries. 

Sale of certified produce at premium prices is a problem for service providers. Certification is 

of the farm producing a multitude of crops and not just coffee. Finding a market for the 

multitude of produce at premium prices is a task beyond many of the service providers 

although all the service providers have marketing tie ups and have been able to find markets 

for the coffee supplied by certified growers. But it has not been the case with pepper, 

coconut, arecanut and some other produce. This puts growers at a disadvantage as 

certification is of the farm as a whole and not coffee or pepper but the procurement and 

premium prices are confined to mainly coffee. The other crops, although certified, are sold in 

the market as if not certified. This is a problem for growers for whom coffee is a subsidiary 

crop. 

Wayanad has a class of coffee growers who have never used chemical fertilisers or pesticides 

in their cultivation. For them coffee is an ‘understory’ growing under the bio- diverse forests. 

They do some shade regulation and some pruning and hardly anything else. They collect the 
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berries and sell them. Many of them say theirs is truly eco-coffee but they have not gone for 

certification because they feel that they do a better job than certified coffee in sustainability. 

They are the custodians of the biodiversity of Wayanad as each farm holding would normally 

have a large variety of native trees that have been standing in their farms for many years. 

They do not even have a proper record of the trees. For them certification is a trade barrier 

imposed by the metropolitan markets. 

During the last six years another major development that has taken place in Wayanad is the 

increasing adoption of Zero Budget Nature Farming. The principle underlying ZBNF, as the 

name suggests, is that of not bringing any inputs needed for cultivation from outside the farm. 

A large majority of ZBNF growers have not gone for certification as they suspect the 

credibility of certification. They feel that meeting the conditions of certification is easier than 

what they are currently following. Certification is merely going by the demands of the 

metropolitan market and they have no stakes in it. The service providers follow the criteria 

set by them and have not bothered to project the distinctly shade story of Wayanad coffee 

production, or their contribution to the conservation of bio-diversity in the bio-diversity 

hotspot called Western Ghats. 

Overall, the coffee growers and agriculturists in Wayanad are sensitive to issues of 

sustainability. The traditional ‘shade story’ of coffee in the region is the pillar of 

sustainability. Over the years it has gained strength by the movement against chemical 

pesticides and chemical fertilisers. The adverse health impact has gained traction in the social 

milieu. Initially, there was apprehension as to whether alternatives exist for chemical 

pesticides but this has been dispelled with the recent experiments. ZBNF has added further 

strength to these experiments. The district is now prepared for not only organic coffee under 

the shade of native trees but organic farming of vegetables, fruits, rice, pulses and spices. 

Among the plantation crops tea too is coming into the organic net as well as premium green 

tea. Unfortunately, the service providers do not have the capacity or resources to take 

advantage of the market potential of the transformation taking place at the level of cultivation 

and processing. They have confined themselves to the rather restrictive certification under 

various logos to meet the demands from specific export markets. There is need for the 

government to seize the opportunity to take this movement to another level. 
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7. The Way Forward 

The 70th anniversary of the United Nations in September 2015 set the theme as 

‘Transforming the World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development’. The United 

Nations summit adopted the 2030 agenda and committed to implementing it by 2030. There 

is recognition that achieving sustainable development in its three dimensions: economic, 

social and environmental in a balanced and integrated manner must be the goal. The new 

agenda has 17 sustainable development goals and 169 associated targets which are integrated 

and indivisible. The goals and targets will be followed up and reviewed using a set of global 

indicators, to be developed by the Inter Agency and Expert Group on SDG indicators.  

As sustainable development has become a global agenda there will be increasing pressure to 

adopt standards compliant production in all sectors. Plantations are not going to be an 

exception. Large producers of coffee have seen the global market trends and are adopting 

VSS standards. But a district known for shade coffee, where organic movement has taken 

wings and where capacity and resources of service providers is low, certification is not a 

solution. Small producers do not come forward easily unless the government takes the lead to 

support compliant production. India is a small producer of coffee but heavily dependent on 

exports as our domestic demand is still too small. Government support to standards compliant 

production will play a crucial role in the growth of the sector. 

Recognising the costs of adopting multiple standards and certification mechanisms, some 

meta-governance initiatives have emerged. Meta-governance - an indirect form of governing 

that is exercised by influencing various processes of self governance - seeks to develop some 

coherence among standards setters. The Partnership for Global Sustainable Tourism Criteria 

(GSTC Partnership) set out to develop a set of baseline criteria to come to a common 

understanding of how sustainable tourism can be defined and operationalized did see some 

success as the involvement of the United Nations enabled it to engage more productively with 

both national and local governments (Derkx, n.d). It is in the interest of producer countries 

such as India that multilateral meta-governance initiatives are launched so that small 

producers could save costs of multiple certifications and labelling. 

The third approach “equivalence and mutual recognition” is one where one voluntary   

sustainability standard setting   organisation   formally recognizes the criteria and 

requirements of another.  In such a system that have been awarded   the   label   in   one   

program   may   therefore   be able   to   register   in   another   without undertaking 
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certification procedures again thereby reducing costs significantly. Environmental Choice 

New Zealand is a good example of such an initiative. It is recognised by several other VSS 

and recognizes several other VSS.  Environmental Choice New Zealand is  the official 

environmental label of New  Zealand owned  and endorsed by  the  government  of  New  

Zealand (Marx  and  Wouters, n.d.). It is time India too thinks of such initiatives to boost its 

coffee economy in particular and plantation economy in general. 

Wayanad has built the capacity to grow ZBNF crops, shade coffee, or eco-coffee and is 

waiting for its market potential to be exploited. The existing service providers who facilitate 

certification do not have the capacity to realise the full potential of the transformation taking 

place in the district. The Government of Kerala could initiate developing ZBNF, shade 

coffee, Western Ghat coffee, or their variants as environmental labels and promote them in 

the metropolitan markets by seeking mutual recognition. Such a strategy could be developed 

along with a renewed tourism strategy. This could be the apt recognition of the tireless efforts 

of many small growers and a contribution to the conservation of biodiversity of the Western 

Ghats. 
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